
New Object Aquisition/Creation

While the visitor experiences to be created
may be entirely the products of curators and
historians working closely with designers, 
the detailed rendering of components may
be accomplished by the sets of hands most
familiar with the nuances of these cultural
materials—hands from within the community
of people to be exhibited.  Whether creating

furnishings, costumes or clothing froms from a time
and a people, these components will be rendered in
a far more sensitive way by those with an immediate
knowledge of the materials and the peoples who used
them.  Representatives of two peoples inhabiting the
same place may tell a similar story but the culture-
specific articulation of these experiences will make
their differences very clear to outside audiences. 

PRODUCT:  Exhibition components created or 
replicated by individuals from within the subject
culture or community.

FUNCTION:  Lend an extraordinary level of detail
and authenticity to the story being told. 

New Image Acquisition/Creation

Contract Photography of sites, events, individuals
and creation of new illustrations, maps, & imagery

In years past, the voice of authority interpreting the historic record
or describing peoples who can no longer speak for themselves, has 
been that of the academician, the historian, or curator.  Sometimes

an objective observer is not capable of understanding the entirety
of so complex a story.  More recently, the many voices of cultural

communities with a full array of generations, economic strata, 
gender-specific behaviors, world views and life ways are sought 

to participate in creating exhibitions about their ancestors.  
Contemporary aritists, photographers, writers, and film-makers 
often welcome the opportunity to play a role in creating elements 

of an exhibition which will collectively represent their culture.

PRODUCTS: New images, photographic archives, oral history sets
and fine art renderings created by contemporary people who are

culturally associated with the historic materials to be exhibited. 

FUNCTION:  Represent a diverse community with as diverse an array
of visual and verbal voices from within the comunity that an 
exhibition would like to represent to out-worlder audiences.  
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